Cooperative Tracking Control of Multiagent Systems: A Heterogeneous Coupling Network and Intermittent Communication Framework.
This paper proposes a heterogeneous coupling network framework to address the cooperative tracking control problem for multiagent systems with dynamic interaction topology and bounded intermittent communication. By considering the underlying dynamic interaction topology and introducing the adjustable heterogeneous coupling weighting parameters, a bounded consensus condition of cooperative tracking control is proposed. With considering a bounded intermittent communication condition, a class of intermittent cooperative tracking control protocol is designed based on the combination of the individual agent dynamic and the exchange of information among the agents under an appropriate consensus speed constraint. It is proved in the sense of Lyapunov that the cooperative tracking control for the closed-loop multiagent systems can be achieved under the dynamic interaction topology, an appropriate feedback gain matrix, and the intermittent communication information of all agents. The results are further extended to the information consensus protocol with intermittent coordinated constraint information. Finally, two examples are presented to verify the effectiveness.